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One of the most relevant and interesting problems in the history of Russian 
literature is the problem of the relationship between tradition and innovation in the 
work of writers. Therefore, we can talk about cases when writers of different ages, 
trends and aesthetic positions are interested in the same topic. The subject of this 
study is the transformation of the theme of the Caucasian prisoner. Such writers as 
A.S.Pushkin, M.Yu.Lermontov, L.N.Tolstoy addressed this topic. In the twentieth 
century – V.S.Makanin. As an object for artistic description, the authors of the XIX 
and XX centuries chose heroes who captured. The problem of transformation is 
already visible in the names: the “Caucasian prisoner” replaced The “Caucasian 
prisoner” of the XIX century in the XX century. 
In the 19th century, the Caucasus was a symbol of freedom. This was a free 
community, the initiator of a spiritual movement against the restraining world 
“civilization”. If the works of A.S.Pushkin, A.S.Lermontov, and L.N.Tolstoy 
connected with the Caucasus and certain biographical facts, then the works of 
V.S.Makanin are the events of the 90s of the XX century that took place in 
Chechnya. It noted that all writers who have turned to the image of the “Caucasian 
prisoner” make the image flexible, psychologically deep. 
“The Caucasian Prisoner” is a romantic poem by Alexander Pushkin, which 
written during the southern exile in 1821. In this poem, the author sought to 
reproduce the character of a young man of “his” time, dissatisfied with reality and 
overcome by a thirst for freedom. For the first time A.S.Pushkin portrays a 
contemporary romantic hero. In the poem “The Caucasian Prisoner” the name of the 
hero did not identify, there is no information about his past. The reader receives 
information about the hero through the author’s hints and omissions. According to the 
plot, the hero of the poem is very disappointed with the reality surrounding him. 
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Therefore, he goes to the Caucasus-the land of strong and freedom-loving people-to 
find the spirit of freedom, but captured:  
“Renegade of light, friend of nature, 
He left his native land 
In addition, he flew to a distant land 
With the merry ghost of freedom” [2]. 
The distinctive features inherent in the youth of the 20s of the XIX century, 
namely, freedom of thought, disillusionment, strong individuality, embodied in the 
Pushkin Prisoner. The words “liberty” and “freedom”, repeatedly found in the poem, 
filled in for readers of the early 20s with a certain political content, which was the 
author's intention. Freethinking is a specific character trait of the Pushkin Prisoner. 
Among the specific features of the young man in the image of the Prisoner, one can 
note the features of a strong personality, a “hero of time”, which also determines the 
concept of “freedom-loving”. Pushkin’s Prisoner is a generalized character of the 
youth of the 20s. It is not realistic according to the artistic system, because realistic 
generalization is associated with typification, with the enrichment of the character 
with details, with the development of its individuality and life completeness. In A. S. 
Pushkin, the opposite observed, namely, the schematicity of the character and the 
poem as a whole, which indicates the creation of a romantic hero. Schematicity in the 
poem created by the following techniques. A small number of actors (two heroes): 
sometimes “Russian”, once “European” and Circassia refers to him, calling him 
“Russian” or in some cases “prisoner”, “slave”, just as the heroine is called 
“Circassia” or. More often, just “virgin” (usually accompanied by some epithet: 
young, young, poor, or in combination “virgin of the mountains”) in the poem, one 
position is given, one conflict, which is concluded in the contradiction between 
withering passions of European civilization and untouched primeval nature [1]. This 
conflict is contained in the soul of the hero himself: on the one hand, he is a “victim 
of passions”, on the other, a “friend of nature”. “The hero has passed through the test 
of passion and is poisoned by European civilization. The prisoner hides a “rebellious 
heat”. 
The Circassia woman is a mirror image of the Prisoner. The image of the 
Circassia woman is more romantic and schematic than the character of the Prisoner. 
“The poet does not give a direct characterization of his heroine, referring mainly to 
the indirect characterization. The author accompanies the appearance of the Circassia 
woman in a special way: he includes in the poem elegiac poems imbued with a sense 
of sadness and pity. The first lines announcing its appearance set this tone: 
But who, in the moonlight, 
Amidst the deep silence 
Is he walking stealthily? 
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The Russian woke up. In front of him, 
With a gentle and mute greeting, there 
Is a young Circassia girl. 
He looks at the virgin in silence 
Moreover, thinks: this is a false dream, 
Tired feelings are an empty game” [2]. 
On the one hand, she is like the protagonist of the hero – the embodiment of 
untouched virgin nature, which combines feminine features of sincerity, naive 
spontaneity, and selflessness. On the other hand, she, like the hero, is subject to 
internal conflict – the world of passions opens up to her for the first time, and she 
knows only open infant love, overshadowed by patriarchal and patriotic norms. 
For the first time with a virgin soul 
She loved, knew happiness, 
However, the Russian life is young 
I lost my voluptuousness long ago. 
He could not answer with his heart 
Love of the infant, open…” [2]. 
Another way to create images in a poem is through artistic speech. The 
dialogues in the poem are a kind of monologues. Each of the two characters speaks 
for himself and about himself: although their monologues develop a logically 
common theme, they are more elegiac reflection than a desire to convince the 
interlocutor. It is in the monologues that the characters of the heroes revealed. A. S. 
Pushkin managed to achieve the accuracy of the descriptions in “The Caucasian 
Prisoner”, although they give with a certain elegiac touch like the observations of the 
hero.  
After Pushkin, M.Y.Lermontov wrote his poem with the same name – “The 
Caucasian Prisoner” (1828). The first student experience in creating a lyric-epic 
genre in Lermontov's work was the poem “Circassia’s", written in 1828, under the 
influence of the work of A.S.Pushkin. M.Yu.Lermontov, a connoisseur and 
connoisseur of the Caucasus, struck by the accuracy and colorfulness of the poem by 
A.S.Pushkin. Traditionally, during the student period of creativity, Lermontov read 
the work of an older colleague, but the original thoughts and feelings that arose under 
the influence of Pushkin’s poem inspired the young poet to create a completely new 
work of art. Lermontov transforms the poem in such a way that it is more consistent 
with his own worldview and personality. Therefore, he does not hesitate to borrow 
ideas from A.S.Pushkin that suit his idea, but at the same time modifies most of the 
storyline. So, not satisfied with the first attempt, M.Yu.Lermontov transforms the plot 
and directly calls it by the same name as Pushkin’s poem – “The Caucasian 
Prisoner”, just as in A.S.Pushkin, breaking it into two parts. It should be noted that if 
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the whole concept is taken by M.Yu.Lermontov from A.S.Pushkin, then the first 
signs of the future great artist appear in the image of the Caucasian nature. The 
ending of the Pushkin poem seemed to the young poet not tragic enough, i.e. terrible 
– two concepts often mixed by the poet in his young years. Therefore, 
M.Y.Lermontov tries to strengthen the impression of a double murder at the end of 
his original poem. A prisoner released by a loving Circassia woman struck down 
before her eyes by a bullet sent by her father. The father tramples the dead man with 
his foot, and, unable to bear this grief, the Circassia girl drowns herself. In addition, 
M.Y.Lermontov adds to the tragedy by noting that the old Circassia who shot the 
Russian, at the same time became the murderer of his daughter.  
“But who is their cruel murderer? 
He had a gray beard 
Not seeing the black-eyed maiden, 
He hid in the wilderness of the forest. 
Alas, it was the unfortunate woman's father! 
………………………………… 
Father, you are her killer, 
Where is your hope? Be 
Tormented forever, live despondently! 
It is no longer there, and for you 
The ghost of doom is everywhere…” [3]. 
It is noteworthy that already in his first work, M.Yu.Lermontov puts forward an 
original concept on the relationship between fathers and children (A.S.Pushkin does 
not have information about the father), which is later found in the poet's dramatic 
work. The despotism of the father, leading the children to a tragic suicide – quite a 
bold idea for the 19th century. Innovative in M.Yu.Lermontov’s poem is the 
introduction to the work of images of the friends of the prisoner. The expansion of 
the figurative system in the poem is because M.Yu.Lermontov at that time was 
already in great need of friendship. The poet creates images of the prisoner's friends, 
comforting him, sharing with him the sadness of the role of a prisoner in a foreign 
land. “Bowing down in tears to the younger head”, these comrades of misfortune try 
to bring the unconscious prisoner to his senses. On their breasts, he weeps and weeps 
for his homeland:  
“Happy still – his torment 
Friends are ready to share 
In addition, cry and suffer together… 
However, who is this already consolation 
Deprived in this life of tears and troubles” [3]. 
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The prisoner of Lermontov, unlike Pushkin's hero, lacks the feeling of 
melancholy inherent in the younger generation of the 20s. On the contrary, he longs 
for his homeland, seeks the support of friends. Innovative in the creation of the 
Lermontov captive is the tragic death, in contrast to the hero of Pushkin, who 
received freedom. 
In the works of Leo Tolstoy, there is also a work with a similar name “The 
Caucasian Prisoner”. “The Caucasian Prisoner” by L.N.Tolstoy differs significantly 
from the poems of A.S.Pushkin and M.Yu.Lermontov in genre and content plan. The 
following themes raised in the story: the theme of freedom and attachment to the 
motherland, the theme of pity and compassion, the theme of friendship. The story 
highlights Tolstoy’s innovation in portraying captive heroes. 
The increase in the number of actors caused a change in their characters. 
Therefore, L.N.Tolstoy already gives names to his heroes, individualizing them: 
Zhilin, Kostylin, Dina. Zhilin [6] – means “residential”, “lived”, and the one who 
values his life, who has a taste for life. Kostylin [6] – “crippled”, incomplete morally, 
weak-willed, pampered. Dina [6] (from Greek. strength) – perhaps Leo Tolstoy 
means that Dina is strong with her pure childish soul, capable of doing good, and also 
that Dina went against her relatives. In the story of L.N.Tolstoy, the characters, like 
in A.S.Pushkin, gain freedom. However, according to researchers, Alexander Pushkin 
writes the story of Leo Tolstoy as a kind of refutation of the poem. Thus, 
B.M.Eichenbaum wrote “In its title and plot, the story seems to be a demonstration 
against Pushkin’s poem. the romantic prisoner turns into a simple officer Zhilin, who 
dreams of returning to his mother in Russia, the romantic Circassia girl, burning with 
passion, is replaced by a Tatar girl, who has no feelings for the prisoner except pity; 
instead of the agitated poetic narrative-the free, concise speech of a simple narrator” 
[1]. Thus, the change of artistic perspective and the choice of genre led to a 
completely different, Tolstoy-like subtle psychological concept of the image of the 
Prisoner. 
In the twentieth century, V.S.Makanin also addresses this topic. Unlike his great 
predecessors, Makanin anticipated the real events of the war in his story, since he 
himself was not a participant in the December military operations in Grozny. “The 
Caucasian Prisoner” written in the autumn of 1994, in September-October. Published 
a story in the magazine “New World”, when the military operations were in full 
swing.  
The plot of the story based on a domestic case from the military everyday life of 
soldiers: Russian soldiers Rubakhin and Vovka-strelka capture a young militant. He 
impresses Rubakhin with his physical beauty. The Russians are going to exchange the 
prisoner for the right to pass along the road, but the plan could not implemented, as 
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two groups of militants meet on their way. To hide his location, Rubakhin kills a 
captured Chechen. 
In Makanin's The Prisoner of the Caucasus, the evolution of the characters can 
be traced. Makanin uses a mirror composition in response to the plot of the romantic 
poems of Pushkin and Lermontov in his story. The author changes the roles of his 
heroes: now the Chechen is a prisoner of the Russians. First, the choice of the lexeme 
in the title of Makanin’s story becomes interesting. It should be noted that the 
substantive adjective “captive”, which is part of the title, has a deterministic lexical 
meaning, “which is, as it were, determined by the meanings of other words, since 
they represent their stylistic or expressive variants” [5]. In the story, the meaning of 
the lexeme "prisoner" is a variant of the word “prisoner” and is determined by its 
meaning. These differences in shades of meaning help the author to express the idea 
that his characters experience a state of captivity, without actually being in it. It is 
important to note that the name uses an oxymoron: the epithet “Caucasian” is 
traditionally a symbol of freedom and is in contradiction with the word “prisoner”. In 
addition, the adjective “prisoner” is associated with “prisoners of war” and is a 
distinctive sign of the XX century, the era of brutal world wars. 
The modern lexical meaning of the word “prisoner” taken prisoner, being in 
captivity. A “prisoner” is someone who held captive by someone or something. In 
Makanin's story, a young Caucasian captured, but the beauty of the mountains also 
conditionally captures a Russian soldier: “And what is so special here? The 
mountains?....., that year, he stirs the heart of their Majesty, silent solemnity, but that, 
in fact, the beauty of them wanted to tell him....”[4]. As mentioned above, if the 
romantic heroes of Pushkin and Lermontov became “prisoners” by chance, trying to 
gain the desired freedom of the spirit, then Zhilin in Tolstoy’s “Caucasian Prisoner” 
captured according to the laws of wartime: “There was a war in the Caucasus then. 
There was no traffic on the roads, day or night. As soon as any of the Russians leave 
or move away from the fortress, the Tatars will kill them or take them to the 
mountains. In addition, it was customary that twice a week soldiers went from the 
fortress to the fortress to accompany them. In front and behind go the soldiers, and in 
the middle goes the people” [6]. In this situation, Zhilin is the enemy, according to 
the customs of the mountaineers, he can be taken prisoner and get a ransom for him. 
Unlike the romantic plot of Pushkin’s poem, Makanin shows the everyday life of the 
war, its everyday life. The modern writer uses the technique of reminiscence in his 
story. Therefore, the main problem of the work correlates with the famous phrase 
from the novel F.M.Dostoevsky’s “Idiot”: “Beauty will save the world”. In the first 
use in the story, it used as a statement. It further question: “Perhaps, in this sense, 
beauty saves the world. It is a no-no and appears as a sign. Not letting the person get 
out of the way. (Walking not far from him. Making you wary, beauty makes you 
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remember” [4]. In the same chapter, another clarification: “Beauty is constant in its 
attempt to save. It will call out to the person in his memory. It will remind you” [4]. 
The beauty of the mountains reminds us that Boyarkov killed in an amazing place. It 
is “another (not the only) survival experience”. However, it can also be powerless, as 
during the death of a captured militant: “I squeezed; beauty did not have time to 
save”. Then, in Rubakhin's dream, the young man’s face “blurred, losing itself and 
leaving only a vague and uninteresting beauty” [4]. The story prominently presents 
the theme of the war: “Ah! Come what may, Rubakhin said to himself, quickly 
preparing the machine gun for battle. He fingered the spare clips. However, the 
thought of the fight (like any thought in a moment of danger) also retreated to the 
side (abandoned it), not wanting to take on the answer. Instinct told him to listen. 
Moreover, wait. My nostrils tingled and tingled with cold. Therefore, the grasses 
began to stir very quietly. Steps closer. No. There are many of them. There are too 
many of them.... Rubakhin looked again, reading from the prisoner's face and 
guessing how he was. What is he? In fear of being killed” [4]. 
War puts a person in a situation where he needs, first, to care about survival. 
Everything that helps to survive is the highest value. Beauty here is valuable not in 
itself, but only as an experience of survival in war. Primary instincts are more 
important in survival than a sense of beauty. (That is why Vovka was afraid that the 
prisoner would dump the “extra” porridge on the floor). War becomes a kind of 
existence at the level of physiology. “His stomach was the first of a bunch of organs 
that could not withstand such an unusual sensory overload – it squeezed a spasm” [4] 
– this is how Rubakhin perceived the beauty of the young man. However, the main 
thing is that war brings death, devaluing human life. Similar naturalistic scenes of 
death can also be found in works about the civil war (in Gorshin, Andreev, Babel, 
Sholokhov), when writers try to evoke disgust for the war. 
In Makanin, the ugliness of death enhanced by the introduction into the text of 
the contrasting beauty of the framed landscape where Boyarkov was killed. “Among 
the mountains, they felt the beauty (the beauty of the terrain) too well – it was 
frightening. A stream suddenly leaped out of a mountain gorge. Both even more 
alarmed by the open glade, painted by the sun to a blinding yellow” [4] < ... > 
“Where did the mountains suddenly go? The sunlit space reminded Rubakhin of a 
happy childhood (which did not exist). The proud southern trees (he did not know 
their names) stood apart above the grass. But most of all, the plain soul was excited 
by this tall grass, which breathed under a light wind” [4]. It becomes important that 
the description of nature given through the eyes of Rubakhin and Vovka, direct 
participants in the events. They found him, examined him, and memorized him, so as 
not to share his fate. The abundance of parentheses is due not so much to 
grammatical necessity as to the emphasis on the associations and reflections of the 
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characters. “The Caucasian Prisoner” tells about the all-destroying power of war. The 
story ends with a question. “Mountains. For many years, their majesty, their mute 
solemnity. has stirred his heart – but what, exactly, did their beauty want to say to 
him? Why did you call out?” The author does not have an unambiguous answer to 
these questions. Disbelief in the future is one of the most common diseases of modern 
times. A person who focused on survival still calls out to beauty. 
The work of V.S.Makanin depicts the evolution of the traditional image of the 
prisoner in Russian literature: the prisoner and the prisoner. The prisoner is a young 
Chechen, and the prisoner is Rubakhin. In all the works listed above, true and false 
values represented. After analyzing the changes of the hero from Pushkin's 
“Caucasian Prisoner” to Makanin’s “Caucasian Prisoner”, we concluded that the 
heroes of the beginning of the XIX century were romantics. The hero of the end of 
the XIX century is a good friend and partner, and the hero of the end of the XX 
century is a soldier who is tired of war and cannot return home. 
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